Abstract

With the trend of constructing Internet protocol (IP)-based systems, modern power grids are involving into integrated networks made up of cyber and physical infrastructure with the goal of improving stability, reliability, and efficiency. Cyber technology is the backbone of modern power grid operation, yet vulnerabilities in the cyber network can introduce cyber-enabled disruption of physical components, which may lead catastrophic outcomes. Thus, cyber-physical risk assessment is needed for modern power grids to better prepare against unexpected contingencies. In this presentation, we are going to discuss the cyber-physical risk evaluation of digital relay based on power systems’ cyber-physical architecture and each relay’s critical clearing time respectively.
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Abstract

A grid project, whether technology or policy added in one specific location, can have surprising and significant repercussions throughout the interconnected power system. Every project can impact the total energy consumption, voltage profiles in the distribution system, costs, mixture of fossil fuels, dispatch and so on. Benefits from these grid technologies can be significant, but unintended consequences can be surprising. Context matters — the same project can have wildly different impacts when rolled out in different places. The Grid Project Impacts Quantification (GridPIQ - https://gridpiq.pnnl.gov) web screening tool aims to incorporate enough detail about specific grid technology and objectives, coupled with enough detail about the power system to yield insight. The focus is on transparency, modularity, ease of use, and versatility rather than precision. The tool allows users to sift through the impacts of diverse ideas quickly and with confidence, importing specifics when known and drawing on clear, relevant suggestions when not. This talk will dive into how to use GridPIQ as well as the methodologies that drive the calculator engine by stepping through some examples.
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